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PRINCIPAL’S COMMENT

Footloose – The Musical – Enhancing the Student
Culture
Through the contributions of a cast of thousands
‘Footloose – The Musical’ has been an outstanding
success. Alongside many rehearsals held during and
after-school as well as weekends there was much
activity around the preparation of sets, costumes,
marketing and communications. Matinees were held
over two consecutive days for 250 primary school
students. Evening performances were very well
attended, culminating in a sold out VIP Saturday night
show. Congratulations to Natalie Same, School
Musical Production Producer, Brigitte Ferguson,
Director, Shelley Haughey, Choreographer, Felica
Mundell and their outstanding team of students, past
students, staff and parent helpers on our school’s
achievement. The feedback on the show has been
tremendous.
Projected Student Enrolments 2017 – Good to
GREAT
Year

Year
7

Year
8

Year
9

Year
10

Year
11

Year
12

TOTAL

2011

78

75

93

74

90

66

476

2012

67

85

64

91

67.8

60.8

435.6

2013

38

59

80

61.9

76.7

47.8

363.4

2014

34

41

65

79

64.9

73.5

357.4

2015

42

33

52

65

80.2

53.5

325.7

2016

52

52

52

66

69

72

363

2017

87

52

49

67

62

67

384

The enrolment increase for 2017 is extremely
encouraging; a positive sign for the long term
sustainability and viability of our school.
Open Morning - Increasing Positive Parental and
Community Engagement
The Open Morning which was held on Friday 26
August was very well attended and received. The
objective of the Open Morning was to secure the
maximum number of 2nd and 3rd preferences.
‘The Path Forward – New Direction at Ashwood
High School’ – Good to GREAT
The following table sets out the outcome of many
years of hard work on the part of Ashwood High
School staff, students and parents on making sure
our school is a transformed school. Thank you for
your commitment to the Vision of Ashwood High
School.

UPCOMING EVENTS
19–23 September
4 October
7 October
18 October
19 October
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Positive Future for Ashwood High School – Good to
GREAT
Our positive future will result from maintaining our
strong School Vision, which includes a continued focus
on:
 The four pillars of our GREAT school
 Four key priorities
 CHOIR (Community, High expectations, Optimism,
Innovation, Respect)
 Educational Philosophy
 Principal’s commitment
 Outstanding state-of-the-art facilities on unparalleled
spacious grounds
 Student engagement, wellbeing and achievement at
the centre of all decisions.
In Term 4 of this year we will develop the 2017 Annual
Implementation Plan for the third year of our School’s
current Strategic Plan. In 2018 we will undertake a
School Review and develop our next Strategic Plan
(2019 – 2022). In 2022 (when the 2017 Year 7 students
[our first Ashwood Revealed cohort] will be completing
Year 12), it is anticipated that our overall student
enrolment will be 667.
Ashwood High School

Wattle Park PS School Review Panel - Increasing
Positive Community Engagement
Gayle Cope, Principal of Wattle Park PS invited me to
be a panel member for her School Review process. It
was a privilege to gain greater insight into the strengths
and broad academic focus of this GREAT primary
school. Ashwood High School is Wattle Park’s closest
secondary school. Historically, the Wattle Park
community has not favoured Ashwood. Thanks to the
support of staff at Wattle Park, the tide is turning, with
four students enrolled at Year 7 in 2017.
International Student Program (ISP) 2016 Annual
Report Survey – Enhancing the Student Culture
The results from the 2016 ISP Annual Report Survey
are very strong, indicating a well delivered program
meeting the needs of our students. Congratulations to
Kim Elliston, ISP Coordinator and staff for ensuring
that our program and school is held in high esteem.
Principal for a Day at Ashwood High School –
Increasing Positive Community Engagement
Hamish Ride, Principal of Nous Group was Principal for
a Day at Ashwood High School on Thursday 8
September, 2016. Mr Ride works for a company which
provides policy advice to the State government of
Victoria, particularly in relation to areas such as
curriculum provision, aspirations and career pathways.
This day was coordinated by the Australian Council of
Education Research (ACER). Hamish was impressed
by the school and the level of engagement on the part
of students. This is reflected in Hamish’s commentary
on his day (within this Newsletter).
Principal’s Student Forum – Enhancing the Student
Culture (Student Voice)
A student forum was held with over 35 self-nominated
student volunteers to gauge student feedback on ‘The
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Path Forward’. Students were particularly excited about
the positive changes being made at Ashwood High
School. Their input was enormous.
School Captains and Student Leadership Executive
Positions – Enhancing the Student Culture
Decisions will be taken early next term in relation to key
student leadership posts in the school these include:
 Two School Captains


1 International Student Captain

 1 VCAL Captain.
My memory of last year’s selection process is extremely
vivid and positive. It was a rewarding experience seeing
and hearing so many students aspire to these
leadership positions. I look forward to taking part in this
selection process for next year’s captains and being
impressed by students’ strong sense of devotion and
pride towards their school. Applications addressed for
the principal close this Friday 16 September, 2016.

Staffing Projections 2017 - Valuing Staff and
Building Capacity
With a growing student enrolment we are in the
privileged position of attracting more highly qualified,
suitably skilled and passionate practitioners to teach at
Ashwood High School for 2017. There are a number of
positions being advertised on Recruitment Online. Many
schools would envy our position of growth and
prosperity. Some staff will be secured through the
Melbourne Graduate School of Education (MGSE)
Internship Program.
Farewell to Mahnaz Ziguras
I would like to farewell Mahnaz Ziguras, Ashwood High
School’s Laboratory Technician who is retiring.
Mahnaz’s commitment to her role, her passion for
science and her friendly smile will be missed
enormously by students and staff alike. Mahnaz has
worked for Ashwood High School for 5 years and we
wish her well in retirement.

Curriculum Day - Staff Professional Learning –
Valuing Staff and Building Capacity
The Curriculum Day that was held on Wednesday 10
August was most productive, focusing on quality
curriculum and student achievement. Congratulations to
Karen Bares, Head of Curriculum for her coordination,
highly informed preparation and delivery. Thank you to
all staff for their high level of engagement and
productivity in getting Ashwood High School ready to
deliver a quality Victorian Curriculum in 2017.
Parent Information Subject Selection Presentation –
Year 7 – 10; Senior School – Growing Pride and
Achievement
The Parent Information and Subject Selection
Presentation on Wednesday 24 August, 2016 was
highly professional and well received by parents and
students. Once the subject selection and allocation
process has been completed, staffing projections for
2016 will be established. Congratulations to
Debra Gibson, Assistant Principal for the quality of her
presentation, supported by Julie Huggins, Senior
School Coordinator and Voula Jakubicki, Careers and
Pathways Advisor.
Change of Official Approved ICT Device at Ashwood
High School – Improving student outcomes through
increased engagement
School Council recently approved Lenova 11E YOGA
as the official Ashwood High School Information &
Communication
Technologies
(ICT)
device,
commencing in 2017. All students new to the school in
2017 should purchase this device. Current students
who are looking to replace their existing iPads should
purchase the Lenova 11E YOGA, but it is not
compulsory to change over for current students.
Students who continue to use their iPad will not be
disadvantaged during the three year transition period. It
is the School’s expectation that all new students to the
school in 2017 purchase the approved official Ashwood
High School ICT device - Lenova 11E YOGA (not an
iPad). Purchase of the LENOVA 11E YOGA will provide
students with greater flexibility and versatility. Further
details of this change are provided in Debra Gibson’s
comments within this Newsletter.
Ashwood High School

Architectural Building Program – Stage 2 plus
Additional Works - Growing Pride and Achievement
The Building Program is progressing very well. We are
pleased with the progress being made. The additional
signage works being undertaken by the school will be
part of an integrated marketing strategy and
communications plan. It is anticipated that the Music,
Multimedia and Education Resource Centre will be
available some time in Term 4. The Senior School
Centre will be handed over to the school early in Term
1. The amphitheatre and plexi-paved all-purpose /
weather sports courts will become available in by the
start of Term 2. Ashwood High School is becoming
known as the private school in the public education
system.

PRINCIPAL CLASS ADDRESS (Leaders of a Learning Community)

Principal’s Comment

Safe and Enjoyable September Holiday Period
I wish all students and staff a safe and rewarding
holiday period. Our Senior School students will be
spending much of the break consolidating their
understandings and preparing for the end-of-year
examinations. Thank you to all staff who are availing
themselves during the first week of the school holidays
for the practice examinations. Once again, thank you for
making Term 3 a most memorable and satisfying time, I
look forward to seeing you all safe and sound when we
return in October.
Mr Brett Moore | Principal
13 September 2016
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Principal for the Day – Hamish Ride
Through the ACER Principal For the Day program I had the opportunity to visit Ashwood High School to
observe first hand a school in operation.
My day to day role is as a principal consultant with the Nous Group, an Australian owned management
consultancy. In my role I work with governments and tertiary education providers to improve outcomes for
students, communities and the economy. My role also involves looking at transitions by students to tertiary
education and how they are prepared for life after school. Ashwood High School was a great fit as I know this is
also an area that Principal Moore is passionate about and a key focus for the school.
My experience exceeded all expectations with the opportunity to meet with staff and students and to observe
the school in action. What I observed was:


A diversity of students with different backgrounds, aspirations and experiences but a shared sense of
school community. I arrived after the school play and athletics carnival and it was clear that school moral
was high, but I was also struck by the personal nature of the school where students and teachers went out
of their way to talk to each other.



A commitment to educational achievement, with students and teachers working closely together on
learning. Students valued the focus on preparing them for their future through early exposure to exams, the
supports to ensure students are neither left behind nor left unchallenged and staff that treated them as
individuals.



A school that operated with a clear sense of direction. When working with organisations we look to clarity
of process, quality of workforce and the strength of the culture as key enablers to how work is performed. It
was clear that each of these were clearly aligned to and reinforcing Principal Moore’s vision for the
school. It was also impossible to miss the investment in new facilities which many of the students were
excited about the possibilities they will create.

PRINCIPAL CLASS ADDRESS (Leaders of a Learning Community)

Principal’s Comment

What I will take away from this experience is a much greater understanding of what is important to providing a
quality education to students and the routines, disciplines and behaviours that underpin it. I also leave the
experience with a renewed motivation to look at how the education system can prepare students for future
education endeavours but also for the careers and experience that lie beyond.
My final reflection of Ashwood High School is of a school on the rise. As one student commented to my
question if there is one thing you would change about Ashwood High School, the only thing I would change is
that I would be starting this year, so I was able to receive the full benefit from all the changes that have been
made over my time at Ashwood.
Hamish Ride
Nous Group | Principal

Ashwood High School
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Every term in the school year is action packed and
distinctive in its own way. Term 3 tends to stand out
for many reasons. It falls in the winter months
where daylight hours are shorter and the weather is
cold. It seems long as there are no public holidays
to break it up and it is often perceived as protracted
and relentless.
Yet, so many positive, productive and exciting things
have occurred over the course of this term.
Firstly, the emerging blossom on trees and appearance
of the first spring flowers have lightened even the most
flagging sprit and the longer hours of sun and daylight
have hinted at promises ahead, creating increased
sense of buoyancy and optimism.
The Athletics Carnival reflected the very best of the
Ashwood High School value of ‘High Expectations’ with
students striving for excellence and their personal best,
strong demonstrations of team spirit and good
sportsmanship. This was further exhibited through the
Principal’s Awards presentations, both to parents and at
the whole school assembly. Congratulations to all!
Courtesy and respect are visible features of the
Ashwood community. The efforts and enthusiasm of all
members of the Student Leadership team was truly
inspiring as they worked tirelessly to plan, secure
funding and deliver ‘Wake Up! Week’. Their broad
consideration and meticulous planning resulted in a
range of activities designed to make our students and
staff feel included; energised about being at school;
improve their empathy towards others; increase their
awareness of mental health (theirs and those around
them); as well raise their levels of motivation and

engagement. The range of activities provided included:
random acts of kindness, lollies, a ‘silent disco’, flowers
for teacher, just to name a few. There was certainly a
‘buzz’ around the school and a happy sense of
anticipation. Thank you to the School Captains, House
Captains, VCAL and International Students Captains,
SRC Presidents and year level representatives for
focusing everyone’s attention in such a creative and
enjoyable way to the importance of one’s own personal
wellbeing and, just as importantly, that of others. Thank
you also to Ms Shelley Haughey for her guidance and
enthusiasm which matched, if not exceeded, that of the
students.
Student Led Conferences for students in Years 7 to 10
were held in the last week of the term, a timely
opportunity to reflect upon progress, affirm positive
habits and perhaps address areas for improvement
during the term break. The end of their secondary
schooling is fast approaching for Year 12 students. I am
sure it seems as though they are hurtling at an ever
faster speed towards their final assessments, the
exams which begin with English on Wednesday 26
October. In preparation, students will sit practice exams
during the first week of the term break in all of their
subjects and, though they will be spending even more
time on revision, hopefully, they will also find
opportunity for some rest and relaxation.
I would like to thank all members of the Ashwood High
School community for their hard work and contributions
during Term 3 and wish them a safe and well deserved
term break so they are refreshed and re-energised,
raring to tackle all of the opportunities that Term 4 will
bring.
Ms Anna Kukuruzovic | Assistant Principal

Please be advised that beginning 2017 Ashwood High
School is introducing Lenovo Yoga 11E (Gen3) as the
recommended 1:1 learning device. It is expected that all
new students to the school will purchase this device.
Current student may continue to use their iPads for the
next three years without disadvantage.

Yoga will be installed with the latest Department of
Education EduStar image, so that each laptop will have
over 80 educationally approved software applications
such as Office 2016, Adobe Photoshop and Premiere
Elements, Adobe Acrobat X Pro, Wolfram Mathematica
and many more.

The Lenovo 11E Yoga is a versatile laptop built for
student use in an educational environment. Its sturdy
exterior and solid build make it perfect for everyday use.
It is very resistant to knocks and bumps, which is vital
for students carrying it around, and to and from school
each day. The 11E Yoga is a perfect 1:1 device as it is
merges conventional laptop with touch screen tablet
capabilities. This sort of adaptability provides students
and teachers with flexibility to engage with interactive
activities and applications, and to use the more
traditional functions associated with word processing
and spread-sheeting. Access to the internet can be
through either the tablet or laptop function.

The Lenovo Yoga can be purchased through Learning
with Technologies (LWT) via an online link that will be
provided with the booklists. There are two options for
purchase, the difference being the processing speed,
with specifications shown in the attached table. We
strongly recommend that you purchase your device
through Learning with Technologies, as our onsite
technicians will be able to provide technical support and
deal with any insurance and warranty issues. We
strongly recommend that you purchase additional
insurance and warranty as offered by LWT and outlined
in the table on the next page.

The specifications for this laptop have been verified as
capable for the student’s working needs. The Lenovo
Ashwood High School
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS’ REPORTS

Laptops purchased through LWT will be delivered to the
school and will be imaged by our technicians to provide
the Department of Education and training EduSTAR
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image. This provides access to over 80 different
applications, including the office suite of packages
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc). Please note that these
local technician services cannot be provided for devices
that are not purchased through LWT.

conditions of this loan should be carefully investigated
by parents and are provided through the LWT portal.
The school is not involved in the provision of this loan
option and all enquiries and transactions need to go
through the website provided.

LWT are providing an option for payment through an
interest free loan with GE Money. The terms and

Mrs Debra Gibson| Acting Assistant Principal

ThinkPad 11E Yoga 3rd Gen
(Model 1)

ThinkPad 11E Yoga 3rd Gen
(Model 2)

Processor

Intel Celeron N3150 (2M Cache, up to
2.0 GHz)

Intel Core i3-6100U (3M Cache, up to
2.3GHz)

Operating System

Windows 10 – School Based Image

Windows 10 – School Based Image

Memory

4GB DDR3 Memory (1x 4GB)

4GB DDR3 Memory (1x 4GB)

Display

11.6” HD LED (1366 x 768) Touch
Screen

11.6” HD LED (1366 x 768) Touch Screen

Dimensions

11.81” x 8.5” x 0.87”

11.81” x 8.5” x 0.87”

Wireless

Intel Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265
(2x2, 802.11ac/a/b/g/n)

Intel Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265 (2x2,
802.11ac/a/b/g/n)

Weight

1.51kg

1.51kg

Webcam

Front Facing

Front Facing

Storage

128GB Solid State Drive (SSD)

128GB Solid State Drive (SSD)

Battery

Up to 11.5 Hours

Up to 11.5 Hours

I/O (Input / Output ports)

HDMI, USB 3.0, USB 2.0, 4-in-1 Card
Reader, RJ-45

HDMI, USB 3.0, USB 2.0, 4-in-1 Card
Reader, RJ-45

Cost

$684* cost subject to fluctuation with
currency rates

$822* cost subject to fluctuation with
currency rates

Manufacturers warranty

Warranty includes all hardware faults such as hard drive malfunction, motherboard,
display, power cable, touchpad and keyboard not working. Any issue caused by the
user is not covered.

Additional Warranty
Option 1

3 Year Onsite Warranty (1 Year Battery) +$99.00. On site technician to fix on the
spot.

Additional Warranty
Option 2

3 Year Onsite Warranty (3 Year Battery) +$158.00. On site technician to fix on the
spot.

Insurance
Option 1

3 Year - Accidental Damage Protection Insurance +$139
Protection against anything that isn’t covered under warrant e.g. drops, cracked
screens, plastics broken, missing keys etc.
+$100 insurance excess on claim

Insurance
Option 2

3 Year - Accidental Damage Protection and Accidental Loss or Theft protection
+$199
Protection against anything that isn’t covered under warranty e.g. drops, cracked
screens, plastics broken, missing keys etc.
Will be provided with a replacement Yoga on loss or theft of your device
+$100 insurance excess on claim

Description

Ashwood High School
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PRODUCTION

Well, our Footloose production has now been and
gone and what a success it was! I would like, one final
time, to thank all of the students, staff and parents
involved in the team for all of their hard work and
efforts. They all did a truly incredible job.
On behalf of the Footloose team I’d also like to thank
our principal class and all of our school council
members and VIPs, who attended the production on
Saturday night. Thank you so much for coming and for
supporting our Performing Arts Department, and
allowing us the opportunity to put on this fantastic
production. Thanks as well to all of the families and
friends who attended the show and for being such a
supportive audience.
In the show, our beautiful Footloose choir performed
beauitfully, but here at Ashwood High School the word
‘choir’ has extra meaning because it is also the
acronym that represents our school values. It is my
belief that the Footloose team embodies these
‘CHOIR’ values and truly demonstrate what it means
to be an Ashwood High School student, or member of
the wider Ashwood staff and parent community.
The ‘C’ stands for ‘Community of learning and trust’. A production like this doesn’t just happen. It is the culmination
of hours upon hours of hard work from a whole team of people and really requires the whole school community to
come together. We have had students involved in a myriad of different ways; actors, singers, dancers, musicians,
as well tech and backstage crew, set builders and painters, logo, poster and t-shirt designs, make-up artists and
the list goes on. We have had parents running the kiosk, sourcing props and costumes and assisting with
make-up. Thank you to the Parents & Friends Network for all your hard work, assistance and contribution to the
success of the musical. And we have staff directing, choreographing, playing in the band and mentoring our
musicians, building sets, running the front of house, and again, the list goes on. And all of this hard work is
voluntary and is done on top of all of our regular schoolwork. I would like, one more time, to thank
Brigitte Ferguson and Shelley Haughey for their outstanding contribution to this production. Our last musical was
run by myself and Felica Mundell, our musical director extraordinaire, on our own, I’m sure she will agree that it
has been so nice and so much more fun to expand our musical team and share the load this year.

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

“FOOTLOOSE” THE

The ‘H’ stands for ‘high expectations’. Many would not have noticed, but myself, Shelly and Brigitte sat in the
audience, enjoying the show. This means that students basically ran the show themselves. They organized their
costume changes, they moved the sets on and off, followed their sound and lighting cues and most importantly,
dealt with any obstacles that arose (like forgetting lines or technical difficulties) with confidence and
professionalism. It’s certainly not easy to pull off a Broadway musical, designed for professional performers and
crew. But we set high standards for our students and guide them to achieve their goals.
The ‘O’ stands for ‘Optimism, Reflection and Resilience’- and this value has been really integral to our show. The
students will tell you, that there have been a number of times when the teachers nearly lost their minds, when we
lay awake at night stressing about whether the show would be ready or good enough to perform. Every single
Footloose team member has made a mistake (probably many) at some time or another. But we have worked
together, supported one another and remained positive and resilient. We kept working hard and we never gave up,
and now look at what we have to show for it. Being a part of a musical production is a fantastic experience, and
will provide memories that we can all reflect upon in years to come. I hope that the positive memories and lessons
from this show, particularly for the Year 12’s, will be long lasting and embody the spirit of Ashwood High School.
The ‘I’ stands for ‘Innovation, Creativity and Sustainability’. I remember a conversation that Mr. Moore had with
Miss Ferguson late last year. He was concerned that Miss Ferguson taking on the role of the director may have
been too much, given that she was already the Paterson House Coordinator. Miss Ferguson replied, ‘this is the
best part of my job. I need to be creative and have this outlet in order to do the other parts of my job well’. I think
this sums up the mentality of all the staff who have worked on Footloose, as well as the students. We are all
creative people and working on projects like these, brainstorming different ideas on how we can do things, is what
inspires us and motivates us in other areas of our work and lives.

Ashwood High School
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This production, in particular, really got us thinking outside of the box, for how we could utilize the space in the
best possible way, given that we essentially had no backstage space due to the exciting renovations to our
Performing Arts and Multimedia Centre that are not far off completion. We had props and set being stored in every
nook and cranny in the theatre, as well as our usual foyer and loading bay. We turned our industrial kitchen into a
dressing room and our fabulous Collaborative Learning Centre into our kiosk and foyer. We are very excited to
perform our next show and make use of the fantastic new facilities.
Finally the ‘R’ is for respect. One of my favourite things about putting on a musical is how we get to know the
students in a different light, outside of the classroom, and how they get know us, as well as each other. We had
students from Year 7 all the way to Year 12 in this production. We spent a lot of time together over the past few
months and it has been so lovely to watch new friendships form during that time. This group of students are, not
only talented, but they are also incredibly kind and friendly, they are helpful and take initiative, they support and
comfort one another and they are wonderful ambassadors for Ashwood High School.
So there you have it - what you saw in our production was not only the ‘Footloose’ choir, but the Ashwood High
School CHOIR.
Thanks again to everybody involved and everybody who supported the show. It’s been so much fun ‘cutting loose’,
but I think now it’s time to ‘kick off our Sunday shoes’…and relax!
Ms Natalie Same | Musical Producer/Manager

“On 1- 3 September a group of students from Years 7 to 12 had the
pleasure of performing Footloose for members of both the school
and community. It was an exhausting yet fulfilling experience that
allowed students creativity to flourish. In preparation for the three
nights, cast, crew and band members had rehearsals after school
and on some weekends for hours at a time. Most high school
students would grumble at the thought of staying at school after the
bell rings, but for us it was an opportunity for our ideas to flow and to
express our enjoyment of the theatre. We believe that seeing people
of different ages and personalities come together to put on an
amazing show really embodies the community spirit of Ashwood
High School and the partnered learning between students and
teachers- that's why we believe musicals are an extremely positive
thing to have at schools. After finishing the show we both think that everyone should and can get involved, it's not
just for actors but backstage, sound, lighting and set and props construction and more. Hope to see more of the
student body participate in following musicals.”

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

“FOOTLOOSE” THE

Jacobi Loria (Willard) & Mikayla Sutherland (Urleen)

Ashwood High School
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“FOOTLOOSE” THE
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Term Three has proceeded at a rapid pace for both the senior students and the staff. The Year 12 classes in
both VCAL and VCE are finalising their SACs, Outcomes and assessments in readiness for the student’s
final classroom instruction on 18 October.
The Year 12 VCE students all attended an “Ace Your Exams” session run by Elevate Education on Monday
5 September, which the students found very helpful in preparation for their upcoming exams. Many staff
members have also been conducting extra lessons to assist with students understanding and completion of
the coursework.
The upcoming term break will see the senior students and their teachers attending school in the first week to
undertake practice exams for Unit 3/4 subjects, revision classes and catch up sessions for the VCAL
students. Students are reminded to check their Compass schedule carefully for when these events will be
taking place and to ensure that they arrive at least 15 minutes ahead of scheduled start times, with the
necessary equipment. These sessions and practice exams are an extremely important part of the
preparation for satisfactory completion and the final exams and all students are expected to attend and apply
themselves diligently to the tasks.
Year 11 students have also been busy with a number of subject related excursions and incursions, as well as
completion of coursework and assessments. I would remind all students that it is their responsibility to
contact their subject teachers re work missed due to an excursion and ensure that they complete any
necessary tasks.
One such incursion for the Year 11 students included a visit from a Community police officer to discuss safety
issues for students. This was organised by Bronwyn Cornell as a part of her Senior VCAL studies. All VCAL
students must be involved in the organisation of a Community project as a part of their Unit 2 Personal
Development studies and I would like to thank all of the students, staff and wider Ashwood community
members who have assisted the students with these projects.

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)

SENIOR SCHOOL REPORT

Mrs Julie Huggins | Senior School Coordinator

The students have provided the following information regarding the projects they are undertaking:
“We are doing Blood Donations for our Personal Development project. Blood Donation is a service of the
Australian Red Cross and a voluntary blood procedure for those who may need help. The reason for why we
do blood donate is because we are healthy and wanted to help those who need our blood to save them.
So far, what we done is Chris has donated 500ml of blood at the centre in Mt Waverley and Tona is planning
do it in another time. We planning to promote blood donation within the school, by writing this article and
creating a poster.”
Chris Wang and Tona Le

“FareShare was created in 2000, they help the homeless people and cook food for people. They are cooking
25000 free nutritious meals for each week and also have 800 regular volunteers to cook food.
Our community projects is to help FareShare to get some donations of pasta and rice, and get a report from
them about how they are using the pasta and rice and how they help the homeless people and give them
food.
We would like to thank all of those people who have donated pasta and rice for us to take to FareShare.”
Ricky Huo and Phil Chen

“Bullying is the area we are currently looking at to help inform kids why bullying occurs. We chose bullying
because it is a worldwide problem and can happen everywhere. Bullying can happen at schools, workplaces
and even online. What we are trying to do is inform people about bullying and how they can prevent it
happening at other schools/workplaces by giving a presentation to the younger kids so they can take that
knowledge and expand on it further down the years. We chose to work with Bully Zero because they have
been helping out with bullying for a long time and are very helpful when it comes to information about bullying
in and out of schools.”
Miguel Myles and Middlemore Tupou

Ashwood High School
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“Jamie and I are doing our community project on South Oakleigh Wildlife Shelter, an animal rescue centre that
helps native wildlife.
Our plan is to hold fundraising events during lunchtime to raise funds for the organisation as they struggle paying
for necessities like their animal food bill which is $200 a week. As well as this Jamie is hoping to volunteer as they
are in desperate need of helpers at the shelter.
We chose to do this issue because we both have somewhat of an interest in animals and so we thought it was a
good idea to team up and do one organisation that helps local wildlife.”
Caitlin Hudson

“My major semester 2 community project is to assist and raise awareness of Neighbourhood
Watch, a community based crime prevention program with ties to the police. I chose this
organisation because I wanted to know more about it and because it needs more involvement
from the community.
I have assisted Neighbourhood Watch by:




Attending the bi-monthly meetings
Delivering newsletters
Reporting street quality issues to council

To raise awareness of Neighbourhood Watch, I invited Amanda Fahey, the Monash Youth Resources Officer from
Victoria Police, to give a Presentation about the role of Neighbourhood Watch, crime prevention and personal
safety for school leavers to the Year 11s. This presentation was held on Monday, 5 September.
I had an evaluation survey for the students to fill out at
the conclusion of the presentation and I recieved 33
back. One of the questions asked the students to rate
their knowledge of Neighbourhood Watch prior to the
presentation on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being no
knowledge at all and 5 being knowing all about it. The
results are as follows:

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)
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1 = 0%
2 = 6.06%
3 = 30.3%
4 = 39.4%
5 = 24.2%
These results show that the majority of students believe
that their knowledge of Neighbourhood Watch was fairly
good. A result that surprises me.
Neighbourhood Watch relies on involvement from the community and would value input from younger members of
the community. Please consider attending a Neighbourhood Watch meeting in your local area and read the
Neighbourhood Watch newsletters, which have useful information on safety and crime prevention. You can get
more information on the Neighbourhood Watch website http://www.nhw.com.au/Home”
Bronwyn Cornell

Ashwood High School
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VCAL Working Bee
The VCAL students have chosen as their school project in 2016 to rejuvenate the Ashwood Wetlands. Each
week students spend 90 minutes battling invading weeds, blackberries and raspberries.
Term 3 culminated in a Wetlands Working Bee on Sunday, 11 September.
Where we planted 256 new native trees and ground cover in our rejuvenation efforts in the wetlands.
It was a highly successful day. Please take the time to visit the wetlands to check out our progress!
Ms Catherine Preston | Art/Technology/Humanities/History Teacher

Before

After

Before

After

Ashwood High School
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Wow what a term we have had. There has been so much going on in the school it’s impossible to cover
everything. I will just outline a few highlights for me and the student management team.
Week 7 saw the production of ‘Footloose’ performed by students across the year levels. It was a huge success
in every sense of the word, but I would like to make special mention of the relationships that have been made
from this experience. With students from Year 7 right through to Year 12 everyone had their role and pulled it
off without a hitch. Co-curricular events like this are what makes our school fantastic. This will be a memory
that you will take with you as you move through the year levels and onto further studies. Congratulations!
Wake Up Week! was in Week 9. This was an event that was developed, planned, implemented and reviewed
by our Student leadership team. The team put together a proposal and was successful in obtaining a grant from
Boroondara Youth Foundation for $1500.00. This enabled the event to run at no expense to our students or
school. The week was planned to increase empathy, motivate our seniors as they move into a really stressful
time of the year, and increase gratitude. Each day saw a different event at recess or lunchtime, as well as
activities at the start of Session 3 each day to remind students to get involved.
The student leadership applications for next year are underway. We will appoint the Executive team to begin
with and then the Cabinet and SRC nominations will be accepted. If you need any further information on this
process, then see Ms. Haughey or Ms. Kukuruzovic. The process of applying and interviewing is as important
as getting the position itself, so make sure you are in the race in the first place.
The House Athletics carnival was a huge success for our current Student Leadership Team. They ran a BBQ
and were able to raise some much needed funds for further development of our student leaders and donations
to charity. Again an event that was run completely by our students. Well Done!
Looking ahead to next term we will be welcoming our new Year 7s for 2017 and with this comes an opportunity
for our current students to be ambassadors in welcoming the new students to our school. Orientation day is on
Tuesday 6 December, and Orientation Information Night is on Monday 5 December. We will need some
student ambassadors for both of these events, so keep your eyes peeled for more information about this.

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)
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Next year we are excited to be participating in ‘The Alpine School – The School for Student Leadership’ in
Term 2 of 2017. This is an opportunity for students currently in Year 8 that will have the experience of a lifetime
time at the Dinner Plain campus practice leadership skills and developing relationships with the wider
community through a ‘Make a Difference’ project. More information about the application process will be
provided to students and families early in Term 4.
Ms Shelley Haughey | Student Engagement, Wellbeing & Transitions Leader

Footloose the Musical

Athletics Carnival

Ashwood High School
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Do new technologies really make a difference in schools? Ashwood High School partnered with
Monash University to try and find out
Over the last 18 months researchers from the Faculty of Education at Monash University have been
conducting a research project with Ashwood High School examining how new technologies are used in
Secondary schools.
Monash has partnered with Ashwood, and three other government schools in Melbourne, to try and push
beyond the hype around new technologies and work out what difference iPads, laptops, interactive
whiteboards and other technologies make in learning.
Technologies help to transform learning, but the reality for teachers and students is sometimes quite different.
Instead of focusing on the ‘state of the art’ the project looks at the ‘state of the actual’—the messy reality of
how technologies work, and don’t work, in schools. Understanding these realities can lead to better use of
technologies in schools, and better experiences for students and teachers.
During the project, Ashwood students and staff have participated in an online survey, and researchers have
been visiting classes and speaking with students and staff about how they use new technologies in their
learning and their work.

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)
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Findings include that the majority of students feel technology helps with school work, but less than half the
students surveyed felt that technology helps them connect with their family.
During Term 4 and early 2017 the project enters its final phase—bringing staff, students and parents together
to tackle some of the challenges identified earlier in the project.
For more information about the project contact, Scott Bulfin, Faculty of Education, Monash University,
9905 9067, scott.bulfin@monash.edu or Christopher Tipping, Pedagogy, Partnerships and Professional
Learning Leader at Ashwood High School.
Mr Chris Tipping | Pedagogy, Partnerships & Professional Learning Leader

Ashwood High School
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Welcome to our last School Captain report for 2016.
During our final full term as School Captains we have been really
busy organising and leading our fellow leaders and peers through a
long and busy term. With only 12 official days of school left for us,
and 12 official days of being the Ashwood High School Captains for
2016, we are knuckling down to the final preparation for our exams
and the completion of 13 years of education.
This term has been full of co-curricular activities with most students
participating – these include ; Athletics, Debating, Interact,
Wetlands Clean up, School Musical, Wake up! week, STAR Wars
and more. It has been so great to be involved in organising and
running such events and to see the majority of the school
participating in one way or another.

Hannah Sim

Madeliene Ryan

It is with a bitter-sweet feeling that Ashwood High School says goodbye to our little town of Bomont and its
characters of AHS’s 2016 musical production Footloose. A lot of time, effort and many beautiful voices have
been put into what was called ‘the best musical Ashwood has seen’ by Ashwood’s alumni.
It was a fantastic accomplishment and the result of almost 18 weeks of dedication by teachers and students
ranging from Year 7 to Year 12. The songs were phenomenally performed, by both the singers and the band
(consisting of almost entirely students!). Congratulations to everyone in the cast, band, crew and backstage!
Our Year 12s have nearly finished all their courses for this year, and are beginning the upward climb that is
exam preparation. We have one long month to look forward to, but with our dedicated teachers and motivated
students, capable is our middle name!
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Valedictory is coming up in a month, and the tables are already being booked out – our Year 12 cohort is really
looking forward to celebrating their accomplishments and graduation with friends and family.
‘Wake Up! Week’ was the highlight of Term 3 for both staff and students. Centered around health and
wellbeing, the week entailed engaging activities, like the silent disco party on ‘Fit FriYAY!’, a guest speaker
coming in on ‘Turn Up Tuesday’ and a random acts of kindness day on ‘Thoughtful Thursday’, to name a few.
Huge congratulations to the Student Leadership Cabinet for organizing the week-long event, with a big thank
you to the Boroondara Youth Foundation, the organization who sponsored much of the event with a generous
grant of $1500. However, no amount of money could compare to the absolute joy that was felt throughout the
five days of activities! We hope to run this program again next year with our new leadership team, and we
know that the school community is already looking forward to it!
We’d like to end with a couple shout-outs:








John Pantelios for enjoying downball way too much
Lachie Pior for always being positive
Mr. Littmann for ‘cracking the whip’
Cecilia (in the office) for making sure we always sign in and out
Tim Gibson for being the best-dressed non-teacher ever
Lois and Carmen (the cleaners) who always come after school – you guys are the real MVPs
Belinda in the canteen for providing us with endless ways to spend our money

We have loved everything this year has had to offer, and look forward to what next year will bring. We hope
that you have enjoyed our newsletter reports, and have gained a significant amount of insight into the student
culture here at Ashwood High School.
Maddy Ryan and Hannah Sim
Ashwood High School
School Captains

Ashwood High School
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Term 3 has been another busy one for the
Houses at Ashwood. Through the Athletics
Carnival, School Production, Debating and
Sports Teams, students have had a variety of
opportunities to get involved in activities outside
of the classroom and in doing so support their
house. It has once again been pleasing to see
such a high level of student involvement in these
activities. Within STAR group sessions the focus
has been on report reflection and the creation by
students of meaningful learning goals for
semester two. These goals can be found on the
students’ Compass page and I encourage
parents/ guardians to discuss these goals with
their child and to ‘check in’ with them on how
they are progressing towards achieving them
through the semester.
STAR Group
The other major focus of STAR group this semester is the Star Wars program. This program runs for 6 weeks
during the 45 minute session on Tuesdays. House Captains and Co-captains organise and run quizzes, art
designs and sporting activities. Thanks go to the following House captains and Co-captains for organising and
running these activities;




Lachie Pior, Rachel Hull and Alan Martin: Art Designs
Kevin Lee and Jacobi Loria: Sporting events
Hayley Bacic, Chelsea Dunstan and Libby Thacker: Trivia/Quiz

School Connectedness (Engagement & Wellbeing)
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After some exciting and close competitions the winners for each house are:





Melba: STAR 3
Cowan: Equal winners with STAR 3 and STAR 5
Paterson: Equal winners with STAR 1,3 and 5
Flynn: STAR 5.

Beginning this week is Inter-House competition. Good luck to all students!
Student Leadership applications
The Student Leadership Executive Positions have now closed – thank-you and congratulations to all those
students that have applied for a position in this round of applications. Following a short-listing process the
appointment process will include; student speeches and interview panels. Early next term is the opportunity for all
other students to nominate for the House Captains, Co-Captains and Year level SRC positions. Ensure that you
have read through the Student Leadership manual and know what position you wish to apply for and get your
application completed by the due date. If you need any assistance with this process please don’t hesitate to see
Ms Haughey or Ms Kukuruzovic.
Footy Tipping
The Melba House Footy competition has been a tight race all season. Thank you to all staff and students who
were involved this year. Congratulations to James King of Year 12 who won our Footy Comp for 2016 with 144
correct tips. Other results include: Equal 2nd: Max Piatella of Year 8, Ms Bares and Ms Phillips with 141 tips.
The Flynn House Competition was won by Axel Gruen of Year 10.
The House Coordinators would like to wish everyone a great break and in particular the Year 12 students who
will be revising hard for their end of year exams.
House Co-ordinators:
Ms Brigitte Ferguson (Paterson House), Mr John Sheehan (Cowan House), Mr Domanic Holloway (Flynn
House), Ms Allison Phillips (Melba House)

Ashwood High School
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM - 2016 ANNUAL SURVEY
A Summary of the International Student Annual Survey conducted in August 2016
The annual survey was conducted with all our international students to help the school improves its services and
support for our students. There are 50 international students at Ashwood High School. A total of 49 students
participated in the survey (Year 7= 2; Year 8 = 1; Year 9 = 3; Year 10 =18; Year 11 = 12; Year 12= 13). Only one
student in Year 11 didn’t participate as she has only joined the International Student Program in Term 3.
The survey gathered important feedback on the quality of services provided by Ashwood High School. Students
were asked about:
1. Care Arrangements
2. School Services and Support
3. Accommodation and Homestay
4. Academic and School Program
5. Orientation Program
Students had to tick the box according to how much they agree or disagree with each statement in the survey.
We would like to share these key findings with you as follows:
1. Care Arrangements
 90% of students agreed that they have regular contact with their International Student Coordinator (ISC). 1
student from Year 10 disagrees and 3 students (2 from Year 10 and 1 from Year 12) are not sure of their
contacts with their ISC.
 36% students have regular contact with the well-being support person. 13 students from Year 11 disagree , ( 2
from Year 7, 1 from Year 8, 1 from Year 9, 6 from Year 10, 1 in Year 11 and 2 in Year 12 ) while 19 students
(1 from Year 9, 9 from Year 10, 5 from Year 11, 4 from Year 12) are not sure.
 100% of students feel cared for by their homestay parents.
 93% of students agree they are able to contact an adult from the school to help them. 3 students are not sure
(1 in Year 9 and 2 in Year 10)
 89% of students agree that they are able to find assistance if they need it. 5 students are not sure.( 4 in Year
10 and 1 in Year 12)
 93% of students agree that their parents regularly receive reports about them. 3 students from Year 10 are not
sure.
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2. School Services and Support

93% of students agree that they are able to talk with their International Student Coordinator (ISC). 3 students
are not sure (1 in Year 10, 1 in Year 11 and 1 in Year 12.)

85% of students agree they are able to find a translator if they need one. 7 students are not sure (1 in Year 7,
1 in Year 8, 1 in Year 9, 2 in Year 10 and 2 in Year 11)

97% of students agree that they are able to get help with their work. 1 student from Year 10 is not sure.

89% of students agree they are able to speak with a counsellor if they need to while 5 students (1 from Year 9,
3 from Year 10 and 1 from Year 11) are not sure.
3. Accommodation and Homestay

100% of students in homestay arrangement agree that their homestay family care for them

94% of students agree that their homestay is comfortable. 2 students are not sure ( 1 from Year 10 and 1 from
Year 11)

89% of students agree that the food in their homestay is good. 4 students are not sure (3 in Year 10 and 1 in
Year 11)

92% of students agree that house rules in their homestay are clear to them. 3 students (1 in Year 10 and 2 in
Year 11) are not sure.

94% of students know what to do if they have a problem in their homestay. 2 students in Year 10 are not sure.
4. Academic and School Program
 91% of students agree that they are able to approach teachers if they don’t understand the work. 4 students
are not sure (3 in Year 10 and 1 student in Year 11).
 97% of students agree that they are able to find help with their work if they need help. Only 1 student in Year
10 is not sure.
 91% of students agree that they can talk with their International Student Coordinators about their work if they
need to. 4 students (3 students in Year 10 and 1 in Year 11 ) are not sure
 93% agree that they have all the equipment they need for school. 3 students in Year 10 are not sure.
 91% of students have activities in which to participate if they would like to while 4 students in Year 10 are not
sure.
Ashwood High School
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95% of students agree that they have participated in camps/ trips/ excursions/sports while 2 students ( 1 in
Year 8 and 1 in Year 10) are not sure. The student in Year 8 has missed out on the camps and trips due to a
broken leg.

5. Orientation Program
This particular section is for new students who arrived at Ashwood High School this year. There are 19 students in
this category and they are mainly from Year 7, Year 10 and Year 11.






84% of students had information about Ashwood High School before they arrived while 3 students in Year 10
are not sure.
100% of students knew what to expect when they arrived at Melbourne Airport.
94% of students agree that transportation to the school/homestay was arranged. 1 student from Year 8 is not
sure. He arrived with his mother.
100% of students agree that they were shown around their local areas.
94% of students agree that they were helped to understand banking, transport, mobile phones and myki cards
but 1 student from Year 7 is not sure.

Summary:
Generally, the students are highly satisfied with their overall interactions with their school and their homestay
accommodation.
Ms Kim Elliston | International Student Program Coordinator

Ashwood High School
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Staff Wellbeing Week

It is well recognised that an organisation’s employees are one of the most vital and productive assets they
have. When employees feel happy and valued they are more positive, constructive and committed to the
workplace’s core business and strategic vision. With this in mind the second last week of term the Wellbeing
Team turned their attention towards staff wellbeing.
Each staff member had a “buddy” to spoil for the week; there was
a staff quiz with random facts about a staff that you had to match
the fact with a name, and a staff baby photo completion. Of
course there was food involved with delicious morning tea, sushi
lunch & treats in the staff room to nibble on. Staff were further
spoilt one lunchtime with a massage therapist performing
shoulder massages! Thank you to Camberwell Sports & Spinal
Medicine

1431 Toorak Road, Camberwell 3124
T: (03) 9889 1078
F: (03) 9889 9067
www.cssm.com.au

Every now and then we all need to “take a breath”, check in with ourselves and make time for ourselves.
It was a great week and one that will become a annual fixture for the Wellbeing Team activities.
Mr Nick Olver | Chaplain
Ms Fiona Keech | Adolescent Health Nurse

Ashwood High School
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Silence. The forest was almost completely quiet, except for the occasional
birdsong.To the human ear, not much could be heard. Yet to one who mostly
listened and watched, things were much louder, clearer. The movement of the
grass and trees were caught by watchful hazel eyes. Bark brown hair tumbled
down the owners shoulders, long and curly. The girl didn't really know where she
was nor how she got there, but she was in a beautiful forest, where snow fell softly
from trees. She was alone, but free like a bird in the sky. No one to bother her.
The music of nature was soothing. There was no one around, she could do as
she wished. She could go wherever she wanted. 'I know where I'm going.' She
whispered in a voice hoarse from lack of use, as though answering an unheard
question. 'It's wherever my feet take me.'
Kelly Martin - Year 7

Up. My goal is to go up, to constantly move forward and
improve and achieve new goals. However life is a roller
coaster, we will have many ups and downs but for every
down we want to find an up. Sometimes it may be hard and
challenging but that's what I want to look for, I don't want to
be pulled down by the bad things I want to rise up because of
the good things. Focus on the good things in life, but it is
those times when things are down that make you feel happy
when times are good. It's almost like we can't know
happiness without experiencing sadness and to go up we
more than likely have to go down a few times. We don't want
to be defined by our downfalls, we want to be defined by how
we pick ourselves up from those times.
Sienna Spencer - Year 7

Student Learning (Curricular and Co-Curricular Activities)

English/Humanities/LOTE

Les vacances arrivent!
Term three was filled with great excitement as the Olympic Games absorbed a
lot of time for many families. Evidently, one of the major languages used in
announcements and documentation at the Olympic Games is French. Many
students found it exciting as they continue to develop an appreciation of the
importance of learning French and its different uses throughout different world
platforms.
The Year Seven French classroom has been very busy this term with lots of
success achieved by many students. Lessons have been centred around why
we learn French, being immersed in the French language and expanding
students’ repertoires of French vocabulary and grammar.
Activities have been focused on expanding students’ oral and aural skills, in
conjunction with their reading and writing skills in the first year of learning
French. The progress and enthusiasm of the students has been impressive in
the short time of learning the language.
As we approach the end of the term, we reflect on the hard work completed
but also look forward to enriching our French learning next term in order to
further add to the rich asset of knowing another language.
Bonnes vacances à tous
Ms Vicky Dernikos | French Teacher

Year 7 students in collaborative task based
on the use of adjectives in French.

Ashwood High School
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EWB's School Outreach Program inspires school students to change the
world by using science, technology, engineering and mathematics to
address important global challenges such as water and sanitation,
shelter, renewable energy and digital access.
A group of four Monash University students all studying various
Engineering degrees visited the school on 2 September to run a fun
problem solving project with the Year 7 Science students.
The problem involved creating floatation devices to attach to housing to
be used in flood prone areas of Cambodia in the Monsoon season. The
restraints were limited funding and limited access to materials. The
students were given a budget and play money to buy materials that
consisted of a plastic cup, balloons, tape, straws, string and ice-cream
sticks. They then had to plan and build their floatation devices. The
device that could hold the greatest number of marbles before sinking in a
bucket of water, when tested, won the challenge.
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Engineers without Borders

In ‘Surrounded by Science’ the outright winners of the challenge were Sam Gosbell and Joseph Pryor whose
model held 43 marbles. Great job boys!
In ‘Life on Earth’ the fabulous team of Woody, Aidan and Tony produces the winning design. Their floatation
model held 83 marbles before sinking. An outstanding effort.
Ms Bernie Jowett and Ms Kath Robinson | Year 7 Science teachers
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Practical investigations are a key part of the VCE Chemistry course and are a proven
way to promote interest and increase understanding of this often challenging subject.
On Wednesday 7th September, our Year 12 Chemistry class was once again invited to
the Institute for Frontier Materials at Deakin University to complete their final
investigation of the year in electrolysis and electroplating.
The excursion provides an opportunity for students to get ‘hands-on’ experience
working in a sophisticated laboratory using equipment not usually available to high
school students.
Students assembled two electrolytic cells in series and
simultaneously plated silver and copper onto titanium mesh. A
scanning electron microscope was then used to observe the
differences in the metallic crystal structure plated onto the
mesh.

The images below show the differences in structure of the copper crystals (left) and silver (right)
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Year 12 Chemistry Excursion

Ms Kate Davis | Maths and Science Allied Learning Area Coordinator

Year 10 Juggling and Mathematics Excursion
On Wednesday, 24 August, a group of Year 10 students went to Highvale Secondary
College for a talk by mathematician Dr Colin Wright. Prior to the excursion, a number of
students expressed their apprehension on attending a maths talk! However, when Dr Wright
juggled his way through an explanation of the patterns involved with juggling and relating this
to algebra and many other areas of the real world, the students spend most of the show in
stunned silence. While many students were unsure what to expect, they were clearly
pleasantly surprised and enjoyed the show, leaving with an increased appreciation of the
use of maths.
Mr Michael Cifra | Maths and Science Teacher

“On Wednesday, 24 August Year 10 students went to
Highvale Secondary College for an excursion on the topic
of Juggling and Mathematical Patterns. In an entertaining
presentation Dr. Colin Wright showed how Maths can be
applied to our everyday lives by using equations to explain
juggling patterns. The message was inspiring and
encouraged those with a love of problem solving to pursue
Maths beyond the high school classroom.”
Zhenyue Zhang - Year 10
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The VCE Art students are nearing the end of Unit 4 and are finalising their folios which are due the last Monday of
this term. The time management of this year’s group has been excellent as three of them, Hannah, Marcus and
Hayley were also involved in the ‘Footloose Production’ over the busy third term. Nevertheless they are all on
track to submit their folios in Week 10. Then we will focus on exam revision including practise exams in
preparation for the final exams early next term. On Thursday 13 Oct - Week 2 of Term 3 their artwork will be on
display, along with work from other senior students for the Senior Exhibition. We urge everyone to come and see
the fabulous things they have created over the year.
Ms Anne Gellatly | Allied Learning Area Coordinator - Arts/Technology/Health/PE

Hannah Sim - Unit 4 Art

Erin Buchanan - Unit 4 Art

Hayley Bacic Ceramics (one of three)

Mikayla Adams Unit 2

Abi Ainsley - Unit 2 Art

Prim Boonsatdha - Unit 2

Ashwood High School

Marcus Piattella Unit 4 Art with his
ceramics

Student Learning (Curricular and Co-Curricular Activities)

Visual Arts

Rachel Fidock Unit 2
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Sport: Year 7 Girls Basketball
On 31 August our Year 7 Girls Basketball team played in a round robin at Nunawading Basketball
Stadium. We played 3 games for the day, 2 games and 1 final. Everyone played extremely well
considering that almost everyone on the team had never played a proper game of basketball before. We
only had a few training sessions together but we all came together as a team really well which led us to
win all of our games including the final of our pool. In the final we played Heathmont College and won
36-2. We would like to thank Peter OKeefe and Elly Trevethan, Deakin University Pre-Service Teachers,
for coaching us throughout the day. Their support and effort helped us win our games.
Sienna Spencer and Jessica Harding, Year 7

Ashwood High School
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ACE Maths - Fermi Maths Problems of the Day
One of the main components of ACE Maths is applying inquiry skills into the content we study. Fermi math
problems are questions where we are encouraged to use strategies to work out an opened-ended question
relating to real life. The problem is not about the answer but about the thinking process and approach we take
to the question. An example of a Fermi math problem can be: How long would it take to drive to the moon (if
you could!)?
First, we need to make assumption e.g. what speed is the car traveling, would you need to fill up on gas etc.
Then, we would research relevant information, such as: how far away is the moon?, how far can a car travel in
one tank of gas?, etc.
We would then come to a conclusion and the teacher would ask us how we got to our answer. The answer may
not particularly be right, but the way we got to the answer is the most important part.
Our class enjoys doing our problems of the day. This is what our classmates had to say about:
“It encourages us to think outside the box.”- Jessica Harding
“It makes me approach equations in a different way”- Bailey Monea
“The problem of the day gives me a good challenge to look forward to”- Lula Tadesse
“They open your mind to new ideas”- Kelly Martin
Nyapal Giek and Lily Jekel - Year 7 ACE Program Students

Kids Teaching Kids Day Excursion
On 7 September selected Year 7 and 8 students went to Mount Waverley Primary School to learn about
sustainability. Mount Waverley Primary School is rated five stars for their efforts towards sustainability. The day
began with a tour around the school where they showed us the different ways they help the environment; later
we heard about the strategies they have put into place to achieve the five star rating. Overall, it was a highly
worthwhile experience as we have taken away sustainability practices to put into place at Ashwood High School.

Student Learning (Curriculum & Extra Curricular Activities)

ACCELERATED CURRICULUM AND ENRICHMENT PROGRAM (ACE)

Emma Silk, Emma Mahon and Mia Hamilton

Ashwood High School
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Student Learning (Curriculum & Extra Curricular Activities)

SPECTACULAR GEORGIA

Ashwood High School is very proud of our talented Year 12 Student, Georgia Roberton.
Georgia was a featured artist (principal vocalist) at the State Schools Spectacular on 10 September at Hisense
Arena.
The Spectacular included a cast of 3000 Victorian government school students, who showcased the enormous
talent that exists in our schools. The 2-3 hour scripted show celebrated a diversity of performance mediums,
including choir, dance, vocal, drama, and orchestra.
Georgia performed in front of an audience of more than 10,000, including our Principal Mr Brett Moore. The
Spectacular was a huge success and the broadcast will air on Channel 7 on Saturday 3 December at 7:00pm.
Ms Donna Mineo | Marketing and Communications Manager
Photos courtesy of Marc Peters

Ashwood High School
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Term 3 has been a very productive and rewarding term for both the Ashwood High School Choir and the Mixed
Ensemble who earned well deserved roles as the church choir and Production Band for our recent Musical
Footloose. The students worked exceptionally well to remain committed to their respective groups and the Musical
Production at the same time. Congratulations to our talented musicians and singers for their dedication. We have
received some very pleasing comments and feedback on this major event. I would also like to thank our
instrumental staff for working with the cast and band members on the score as well as performing with the band.
We all really enjoyed the positive atmosphere and appreciation of our audiences during the 3 shows.
There is no rest for our Instrumental students as many of them will now turn their attention to the End of Year
Concert with a Red Carpet theme to be held in early December. As we celebrate the contribution of music in
movies, we invite both performers and the audience to dress in their best to attend our very own Oscars. Dust off
the tux and bring out that lovely gown you always dreamed of wearing again as this is going to be the right
occasion. Who knows you may even be nominated for an award on the night.
The choir is also working on a collaborative piece arranged by Parkhill choir director Rosie Pryor which will see our
students working with the Parkhill Primary School Choir and the Parkhill Parents Choir to perform a medley during
Term 4. Our choir is very excited about this opportunity and have already started learning their parts at lunchtime
on Wednesdays. We look forward to hearing the finished product.
Once again a huge congratulations to all of our students, actors, singers, musicians, backstage and props crew
and Sound and lighting team and staff for working tirelessly on Footloose. Well Done!
Ms Felica Mundell | Instrumental Music Coordinator

Ashwood High School
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INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
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Challenging negative thinking
When how you’re thinking is getting you down, it can help to reassess what you’re saying to yourself each day.
It’s worth trying to challenge any negative thinking and ask yourself some challenging questions about whether
the way you’re thinking about things is working for you.
This can help if:
 You tend to dwell on the negatives


You want to feel better about yourself



You're experiencing depression or anxiety



You can’t seem to turn around your thinking



You want more confidence

Transitions & Pathways

STUDENT SERVICES REPORT

Challenging the self-talk
The hard part about self-talk is that it always feels true. Even though your thoughts might often be biased or
incorrect, you tend to assume that they're facts.
Self-talk is often skewed towards the negative, and sometimes it's just plain wrong. If you are experiencing
depression, it is particularly likely that you interpret things negatively. That's why it's useful to keep an eye on
the things you tell yourself, and challenge some of the negative aspects of your thinking.
With practice, you can learn to notice your own negative self-talk as it happens, and consciously choose to
think about the situation in a more realistic and helpful way.
Learning to dispute negative thoughts might take time and practice, but is worth the effort. Once you start
looking at it, you'll probably be surprised by how much of your thinking is inaccurate, exaggerated, or focused
on the negatives of the situation.
Whenever you become aware you’re feeling depressed, angry, anxious or upset, use this as your signal to stop
and reflect on your thoughts. Use your feelings as your cue to reflect on your thinking.
A good way to test the accuracy of your thoughts might be to ask yourself some challenging question. These
questions will help you to check out your self-talk to see whether your current view is reasonable.
Challenging questions
There are four main types of challenging questions to ask yourself:
1. Reality testing




What is my evidence for and against my thinking?
Am I jumping to negative conclusions?
How can I find out if my thoughts are actually true?

2. Look for alternative explanations

Are there any other ways that I could look at this situation?

What else could this mean?

If I were being positive, how would I perceive this situation?
3. Putting it in perspective

What is the best thing that could happen?

Is there anything good about this situation?

Will this matter in five years’ time?
4. Using goal-directed thinking

Is this way of thinking helping me to achieve my goals?

What can I do that will help me solve the problem?

Is there something I can learn from this situation, to help me do it better next
time?

(Reachout.com)

Ms Lea Marrison | Student Services Manager

Ashwood High School
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It has been a very busy term within the Career’s area with VTAC interviews continuing to take place with
all of the Year 12 students, Work Experience for the Year 10s and Course Counselling for our Year 10 and
11 students.
Over the past few weeks we have organised a number of visitors to the school in an effort to provide
students with information on various courses and employment pathways:
Judith Graham, from the Gateway LLEN attended on Tuesday, 30 August at lunchtime with Maddy, a
Speech Pathologist from the Monash Medical Centre, and Andrew, a Public Health and Youth Worker
from Head Space in Knox. They presented to a small but enthusiastic crowd about the pathway options
available within the Community Services and Allied Health fields. We greatly appreciated the time and
effort that these individuals had gone to, with all needing to return to their workplaces following this
presentation. Their insights into the work that they do and the pathways that they had taken to get to their
current careers were very helpful in assisting the students with their future planning.

Transitions & Pathways

CAREERS NEWS

On Monday, 5 September Christine from JMC Academy did a follow up visit to assist students with the
application and interview processes within JMC. After their very successful visit in term 2, with the FOX
FM Street Machines, many students were keen to follow up on these processes. JMC has many creative
options to offer the students and it was very helpful to hear about the processes required and also the
scholarship options available to prospective students. We appreciate Christine taking the time out of her
very busy schedule to include this follow up visit.
On Monday 29th August, Melissa Robinson from RMIT came to Ashwood High School and presented to
senior school students on how they can prepare themselves when applying for courses that required a
Folio.
RMIT offer several design courses which include; Architecture & Urban Design, Fashion/Interior/Industrial
Design, Furniture/Product Design, Photography, Visual Merchandising, Fine Art & Visual Arts, Graphic &
Communication Design and Animation & Games Development. Most of these courses require students to
register for a Pre-Selection Kit by a due date and then students are required to complete a ‘Selection Task’
which is used to determine whether they will be called in for an interview. Melissa provided students with
a comprehensive handout listing all the key dates for each Design course including helpful hints of what
‘the selectors’ look for when assessing student’s Folios.
This presentation was extremely helpful, especially for our current Year 12 students. We thank Melissa for
taking the time to come out and provide our students with invaluable information.
Finally a reminder to our Year 12 students to complete their VTAC applications by 5pm on 29 September
and follow up on any SEAS and Scholarship applications that they plan to make.
To all students please check Compass regularly for information regarding upcoming events and programs
being offered by Tertiary Institutions, and also part time jobs that employers occasionally ask the school to
advertise.
Mrs Julie Huggins | Senior School Coordinator / Careers Advisor
Mrs Voula Jakubicki | Careers & Pathways Advisor

Ashwood High School
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Parent / Community Partnerships
ASHWOOD CRICKET CLUB SEEKING JUNIOR CRICKETERS – BOYS & GIRLS
MILO in2CRICKET (Ages 5-7) - $85.00 (inc. participant pack)
MILO T20 BLAST (Ages 7-10) - $105.00 (inc. participant pack)
UNDER 10, ($130) UNDER 12, 14, 16 TEAMS -, ($180)- Second Child ($130)
ASHWOOD CRICKET CLUB – ESSEX HEIGHTS RESERVE, OUTLOOK ROAD MT WAVERLEY - Mel 61 B9
FOR MORE DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT
JIM CURNOW 0418 608 319 jim.curnow@optusnet.com.au
Website: www.playcricket.com.au
And place in your postcode or Ashwood CC

Ashwood High School
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The 2016 Federal Election was held on the second weekend of the
mid-year school holidays. It was great to see so many helpers working
the sausage sizzle, cake stall and raffle. 1100 sausages were sold
together with cakes, hot & cold drinks and a substantial raffle.
A huge thank you to everyone who assisted with the events at the
Federal Election Day Fundraiser - and also thank you to everyone who
supported our raffle and cake stall with donations. At the end of the
day the PFN raised $2124 - a fantastic effort! This has been added
to our goal of funding the upgrade of the new multi-purpose courts
surface to plexipave.

Everyone is welcome and if you
need to bring your children too,
that is okay
Meeting Schedule
26 Oct

|

23 Nov

Contact email - pfn@ashwood.vic.edu.au
Contact phone/sms - 0400 137 866 (Toni Peters)

14 July is Bastille Day and Ashwood High School celebrated this
occasion with festivities in the PAC. There was French music playing,
French books and posters to read and students and adults to converse
with you in, you guessed it, French! Students completed a quiz on
French history and when they got the answers correct, they were
rewarded with a croissant. Thank you to the PFN committee members
and Mr Rayner for making this event (and week) so successful.

Parent / Community Partnerships

Our meetings are on Wednesdays
7pm – 8.30pm in the CLC, and
are 2 weeks before the School
Council meetings.

Over the 3 nights of the Footloose Production the PFN committee,
parent helpers and a few students (namely Stuart, Kieran, Shakira,
Aiden and Sean) ran the Kiosk and served up a wonderful storm of hot
and cold drinks, chocolates, chips, cheese toasties and freshly popped
popcorn. The kiosk provided a much valued service to the cast, band,
crew and audiences. And it was a great way for the parents to network
with others. We also raised $602 - not a bad effort at all!
Our meetings have been attended very well by parents of Ashwood
High School students, and if you would like to come along and share
your ideas and thoughts with us you are most welcome. If you are
unable to attend our meetings, but have an idea you would like us to
consider, please email: pfn@ashwood.vic.edu.au and your request,
suggestion, idea will be placed on our agenda for discussion.
I look forward to meeting more Ashwood High School parents at
forthcoming meetings and functions.
Toni Peters
Chairman, AHS Parents & Friends Network

Parents & Friends Network 2016 committee
Chairman: Toni Peters
Secretary: Robyn Creighton
Communications: Tarya Corben Spencer & Robyn Harding
Ashwood High School

Treasurer: Alison Holmes
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